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Ethnic divisions are prominent in many countries and associated with various societal ills, ranging from
discrimination to violence and intra-state conflict. Commonly seen as exogenous, individuals’ ethnicity is not
necessarily fixed or unmalleable, however. We first use individual-level panel data for Indonesia, the U.S. and
India, to document the prevalence of generic, undirected intra-individual ethnicity change. Second, we focus on
potential correlates of ethnic switching and find that ethnic switching is predictable and follows logical patterns.
By zooming in on individuals’ choices to switch to a specific ethnicity, we similarly find strong evidence that such
directed ethnic switching occurs systematically and is guided by deliberate individual decision making. Third,
considering potential implications of endogenous ethnicity, we find that ethnic switching can severely inflate
official numbers on ethnic segregation, specifically on marital endogamy. We conclude that ethnic switching is
real and highly relevant for the study of ethnic diversity and segregation.
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1. Introduction
Ethnic divisions are among the most prominent divisions in society.1
World history is replete with examples of tensions and violent conflict
among ethnic groups (Bosker and Joppe de Ree, 2014; Desmet et al.,
2012; Esteban et al., 2012; Montalvo and Reynal-Querol 2005; Olsson
and Siba 2013).2 Such tensions and conflict often derive from systematic
discrimination of individuals based on their ethnicity. Ethnic group
membership is linked to important inequalities within societies con
cerning employment (Barr and Oduro 2002), wages (Goldsmith et al.,
2006), access to public resources (De Luca et al., 2018) and access to
credit (Fafchamps 2000). Moreover, ethnic segregation is commonly
found in schools (Panza 2020), neighborhoods (van de Walle and
Gunewardena 2001), occupations (Docquier and Rapoport 2003),
friendships and romantic partners (Bisin and Verdier 2000).
Underlying the extensive bodies of literature on ethnic conflict and
segregation is the conceptualization of individuals’ ethnicity as some
thing unmalleable and exogenous (Alesina and La Ferrara 2005, p. 788).

An individual’s ethnicity is seen as a fixed and recognizable personal
trait that one inherits from one’s parents and that may be marked by
phenotypical characteristics such as skin tone or hair color (Alesina and
La Ferrara 2005; Brubaker 2006). In contrast with this view, recent
studies of longitudinal census data suggest that people’s ethnic identity
is not fixed and can change over the course of their lives (see Dahis et al.,
2019; Liebler et al., 2017; Saperstein and Penner 2012 on racial fluidity
in the U.S.; see, also, e.g., Waters 1990; Wimmer 2013). An important
question is whether intra-individual ethnicity change is real or simply
due to measurement and coding errors (Alba et al., 2016; Davenport,
2020; Kramer et al., 2016).
This paper assesses whether intra-individual ethnicity change is a
real phenomenon with potentially important implications or a statistical
anomaly with little academic relevance. If intra-individual ethnicity
change is real, we should be able to make systematic predictions about
which individuals are likely to switch ethnicities and to uncover patterns
in switching between ethnic groups. In addition, we should be able to
identify factors that logically affect an individual’s likelihood of
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forgoing their original or ancestral ethnicity by converting to a specific
other ethnicity. Finally, ethnic switching is relevant if it affects our
understanding of ethnic diversity and our knowledge of the extent to
which ethnic group membership separates individuals in society.
Concretely, we use individual-level panel data to present evidence on
the prevalence and correlates of ethnic switching and on the implica
tions of ethnic switching for measuring ethnic segregation.
The theoretical backdrop to our analysis is the emerging literature on
endogenous social identity in economics (e.g., Atkin et al., 2021; Jia and
Persson 2020) and, particularly, the literature on acculturation and
ethnic identity formation (Barth 1969; Berry 1997; Bourhis, 1997; Wa
ters 1990). The endogenous identity literature suggests that ethnic
switching is a choice and involves individuals weighing the expected
costs and benefits of different ethnicities. The acculturation literature
adds to this perspective by proposing specific factors that likely correlate
with the occurrence of ethnic switching. Both perspectives suggest that
intra-individual ethnicity change follows logical and predictable pat
terns. In the empirical analysis we check for several theoretically pre
dicted patterns. We distinguish between correlates predicting the
likelihood of ethnic switching in general and correlates predicting an
individual’s likelihood of adopting a specific other ethnicity. We refer to
the former as undirected or generic ethnic switching and to the latter as
directed ethnic switching.
For the empirical analysis, we mostly draw on individual panel data
for Indonesia. The Indonesian research context is most valuable for three
reasons. The first is that Indonesia is prototypical of a society where
ethnicity is defined by language. Language is the most common ethnic
boundary in the world by far. The second is that Indonesia is home to
many different ethnicities. Hence, we are able to study switching be
tween many different ethnic identities (and control for ethnic group
fixed effects if needed). The third is that Indonesia is home to more than
270 million people and is the fourth most populous country in the world.
However, to be complete, we also present empirical evidence on racial
switching in the U.S. and caste switching in India. The reason is that
racial and caste boundaries appear much less permeable than languagebased ethnic boundaries are. Hence, considering changes in race or caste
provides a strong test of the prevalence of ethnic switching.
We split the empirical analysis in three parts. The first part considers
the prevalence of ethnic switching. Results indicate that intra-individual
ethnicity change is not uncommon in Indonesia even though it involves
a minority of the population. Over a period of 14 years, some 6.86% of
Indonesian people change their ethnicity, suggesting that the probability
of ethnic switching during a person’s entire lifetime is considerably
higher. This percentage is higher in India and lower in the U.S. The
second part of the empirical analysis considers correlates of ethnic
switching. As indicated, we consider both correlates that predict the
likelihood of generic, undirected ethnic switching and correlates that
predict the likelihood of adopting a specific other ethnicity (directed
ethnic switching). Results reveal several interesting and systematic
patterns in generic ethnic switching. To exemplify, ethnic switching is
much more likely among individuals that have married a spouse from
another ethnic group and among individuals that have migrated to
another province in Indonesia. We find similar results for directed ethnic
switching, which we study in the context of intermarried individuals and
their choice to adopt their spouse’s ethnicity or not. In particular, results
indicate that the likelihood that husbands abandon their pre-marital
ethnic identity to adopt their wife’s ethnicity (and vice versa) is
strongly conditional on whether local post-marital residence norms are
matrilocal or not.3 The third and final part of the empirical analysis uses
individual panel data for Indonesia, the U.S. and India to assess how
ethnic switching affects measured ethnic segregation in society. We

focus on the measured prevalence of interethnic marriage. We take this
focus because ethnic exogamy in marriage is considered a chief form of
ethnic integration and closing of social distances between groups in
society (Barth 1969; Gordon 1964; Merton 1941). Empirically, we
compare the prevalence of intermarriage measured using the spouse’s
current ethnicity to the prevalence of intermarriage measured while
taking into account the spouse’s ethnicity prior to their marriage. The
results show significant overstatement of ethnic segregation. Official
statistics, which are cross-sectional and do not consider spousal ethnic
adaptation, understate intermarriage by more than half in Indonesia and
by more than 100% in the U.S., for instance. Overall, we find that the
results of the empirical analysis provide strong evidence that ethnic
switching is important and not just a random phenomenon.
The main contribution of this paper is to show that intra-individual
ethnicity change is real and highly relevant for the study of ethnic di
versity and segregation. A second contribution is that the paper provides
a stepping stone for a broader discussion of the concept of ethnicity in
economics. Economists consider ethnicity mostly because ethnic iden
tity appears consequential. Ethnic group membership matters for in
dividuals themselves but also for the people around them, both
coethnics and non-coethnics. The apparent malleability of ethnicity,
however, suggests a complementary perspective on ethnic group mem
bership that includes deliberate switching between ethnic identities.
Precisely because ethnicity is an important shaper of socioeconomic
outcomes and interactions there is an incentive for people to cross ethnic
boundaries and try to pass as members of another ethnic group. Such
ethnic crossing, in turn, makes ethnic boundaries fuzzier and in a way
redefines what it means for individuals to have Ethnicity A instead of
Ethnicity B or some other ethnicity. More in particular, it seems that
studies on ethnicity and ethnic diversity must consider the degree to
which ethnic boundaries are permeable and enable individuals to switch
between ethnicities. A practical implication of this is that empirical
ethnicity research would benefit a great deal from data that not only
consider individuals’ current ethnicity but also their ethnicity as teen
agers or adolescents. Adolescent ethnicity captures the ethnic tradition
in which individuals have been brought up by their parents. Since
adolescence, individuals may have decided to acculturate into a
different ethnic group and thus self-identify as such. Individual-level
analyses could use retrospective ethnic identity data to study how not
only current ethnicity but also past ethnicity and self-identified ethnic
switching shape socioeconomic outcomes and interactions. Similarly,
aggregate-level analyses could use such data to measure the prevalence
of ethnic switching. Measured prevalence can be a dependent or an in
dependent variable but also a moderator of, for instance, the impact of
ethnic fractionalization on various societal outcomes.
This paper proceeds as follows. The next section provides back
ground information on Indonesia as the main research context and
presents the theoretical backdrop to the analysis. Section 3 presents the
data and measures that we use. Section 4 discusses the empirical models
that we consider for the three parts of the analysis: (i) the prevalence of
ethnic switching, (ii) the correlates of ethnic switching, and (iii) the
effect of ethnic switching on measured ethnic segregation in marriage.
Section 5 presents the empirical results and we conclude with a short
discussion and review of our findings in Section 6.
2. Research context and theoretical background
2.1. Research context: ethnicity and ethnic identities in Indonesia
Indonesia is known for its ethnic patchwork of approximately 300
officially recognized ethnic groups. Individuals’ ethnicity is thereby

3
Matrilocality refers to the cultural norm that a wife brings her husband to
live with her family. Further note that in Indonesia all marriages are between a
woman and a man.
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forgo their original ethnic group membership, individuals are not
guaranteed to be (fully) accepted by the new ethnic group.4 In addition,
some of the costs of ethnic switching (e.g., losing the social network
provided by one’s current ethnicity) likely occur early on in the
switching process. The (expected) benefits, on the other hand, do not
materialize until much later, after successful acculturation into the new
ethnic group. In fact, most of the material benefits of ethnic switching
may accrue to individuals’ (future) offspring and the switchers them
selves may reap little material benefits, if any. We predict that only a
minority of the individuals in a society switch their ethnicity in a given
period. However, for individuals that do switch, we predict that intraindividual ethnicity change follows logical patterns that are reflective
of systematic variation in expected costs, benefits and risks. We thereby
expect that variation in individuals’ expected net benefits or attrac
tiveness of ethnic switching vary with the precise nature of the ethnic
switching. Hence, in formulating predictions about potential correlates
of ethnic switching, below we distinguish between ethnic switching in
general (undirected ethnic switching) and individuals’ adopting a spe
cific other ethnicity (directed ethnic switching).

primarily based on fluency in the ethnic language and not on physical
appearance (Musgrave 2014). Most ethnic languages in Indonesia have
some degree of resemblance with other Austronesian languages. How
ever, the former differ significantly in terms of script, vocabulary and
pronunciation. The cause of these differences is mostly historical vari
ation in the degree of contact with outside groups (e.g., Arabs, Indians,
Dutch, Japanese, Chinese and Malaysians). Some of the most prominent
ethnicities in Indonesia are Javanese, Sundanese, Batak and Madurese,
accounting for 40.2%, 15.5%, 3.6% and 3.2% of the total population
(Statistics Indonesia 2010).
The Indonesian national government is rather accommodative of
ethnic switching. Individuals’ ethnicity is not determined at birth or by
their parents but by individuals themselves. As Statistics Indonesia
(2010) states: “The ethnicity of a household member is whatever he
thinks it is.” At the same time, members of ethnic groups tend to be
geographically concentrated in Indonesia’s 34 provinces. The Sunda
nese, for instance, mostly live in West and Central Java, whereas the
Balinese mostly live in Bali. With some exceptions, ethnic groups in
Indonesia do not have a universal rank-ordered social position. Ethnic
ities are considered of roughly equal status, unlike, for example, castes
in India. Because of regional ethnic concentration, Javanese are the
dominant ethnic group on Java but not on Bali where the Balinese are
the dominant ethnic group. Vice versa, the Balinese are the dominant
ethnic group on Bali but not on Java. Hence, an ethnic group that is
perhaps underprivileged and suffers socioeconomic exclusion in one
province or geographic area in Indonesia may hold the majority and be
the dominant ethnicity in another area.

2.2.2. Potential correlates of undirected ethnic switching
2.2.2.1. Individual correlates. Building on the premise that ethnic
switching is real, we expect that some individuals are more likely to
switch than others. In fact, the acculturation literature has long
considered individual factors pushing and pulling people towards
seeking acculturation into a new social or ethnic group. Social envi
ronments put different forms of pressure on individuals to integrate or
assimilate (Bauer et al., 2000; Berry 1997; Rumbaut 1994). As a
consequence, a major push/pull factor for ethnic acculturation or
switching is that individuals’ socioethnic environment changes. Hence,
we expect that ethnic switching is more common among individuals who
have experienced a so-called major life event that disrupts their socio
ethnic environment. Two chief examples of such events are intermar
riage, which involves marrying into another ethnic group, and internal
migration. The main rationale is that these two major life events make it
more attractive for individuals to seek acceptance by a new ethnic group
(while forgoing their initial or ancestral ethnicity). An interethnic
marriage, for instance, exposes individuals to in-laws that may be
reluctant to accept them. A reason would be that these spouses are un
acquainted with the family’s ethnic customs and traditions. Changing
one’s ethnicity, however, may increase a spouse’s acceptance by their
in-laws. Concerning potential individual correlates of intra-individual
ethnicity change, we predict that undirected ethnic switching is more
likely to occur coincidental with (i) an interethnic marriage and coin
cidental with (ii) internal migration.5

2.2. Theoretical background and potential correlates of ethnic switching
Although different studies report that individuals’ ethnicity can
change over time, in principle, observed ethnic switching need not be
real and may be entirely due to measurement and coding errors. On the
other hand, if we find that ethnic switching follows logical and pre
dictable patterns, it seems implausible that intra-individual ethnic
change is not at least partly genuine. In this subsection we make several
testable predictions concerning individuals’ likelihood of ethnic
switching. To do so, we draw on two relevant theoretical perspectives.
2.2.1. Endogenous identity, ethnic acculturation, and the process of ethnic
switching
The generic theoretical backdrop is that of endogenous identity.
Starting with Akerlof and Kranton (2000), a large literature has devel
oped in economics that considers individuals’ social identity—which
includes their ethnic, racial or caste identity—as an argument in their
utility function. The emerging endogenous identity literature in eco
nomics (e.g., Atkin et al., 2021; Jia and Persson 2020) emphasizes the
idea that identity itself is subject to individual choice and utility maxi
mization. Individuals do not only maximize their utility conditional on
their social identity but also choose the social identity that maximizes
their utility. The second relevant theoretical perspective involves the
large literature on ethnic identity formation and acculturation (Barth
1969; Berry 1997; Bourhis, 1997; Waters 1990). Acculturation refers to
individuals’ learning and adopting of another social group’s values,
beliefs, norms and practices. Acculturation is often considered with re
gard to international migrants, asylum seekers and sojourners. These
groups of individuals face a major disruption to their social environment
and need to undergo psychological change to fit better with this new
environment. However, individuals may also learn of and adapt to
another ethnic group. Depending on the extent of such ethnic accul
turation, individuals may go so far as to switch their ethnic identity and
seek acceptance by this new ethnic group.
An important commonality in the two theoretical perspectives on
ethnic identity and intra-individual ethnicity change is the idea that
ethnic switching comes with both costs and potential but uncertain
benefits. Switching to a new ethnic group is risky because, while they

2.2.2.2. Ethnic group correlates. Following the assumption that intraindividual ethnicity change is real, we further expect that ethnic

4
To be sure, because ethnicity is subjective, individuals can genuinely have a
new ethnicity even if the ethnic group does not accept them as one of its
members. In practice, there could be a discrepancy between individuals’ selfreported ethnicity and their ethnicity as perceived by others (“ascribed
ethnicity”). In Tables A2.1-A2.3 in Supplement A, we present evidence that in
Indonesia individuals’ self-reported ethnicity is associated with the prevalence
of certain ethnicity-specific behaviors such as the eating of beef or the owning
of pigs. Evidence further indicates that changes in self-reported ethnicity are
associated with significant behavioral adjustments, particularly speaking or
learning the language of individuals’ new ethnic group (see Table 2 in Section 5
for details).
5
Vice versa, it seems likely that individuals that are more prone to change
their ethnicity are also more likely to intermarry or migrate. If so, however,
finding that intra-individual change is more likely among individuals that have
intermarried or migrated is still strongly indicative of ethnic switching being a
genuine phenomenon, as it exhibits predictable patterns.
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switching is more prevalent among members of some ethnic groups than
others. The logic is that ethnic groups may differ systematically in the
benefits that they afford to their members (e.g., in the value of the ethnic
network that they provide). Hence, some ethnic identities are relatively
unattractive to individuals compared to other ethnic identities. A priori,
there can be several group-level characteristics that correlate with
ethnic groups’ attractiveness vis-à-vis one another. However, following
the literature on ethnopolitical favoritism (e.g., De Luca et al., 2018; van
Hoorn and Rademakers 2021), a particularly prominent factor would
seem to be the local majority/minority status of an ethnic group.
Whether the group is the locally dominant ethnicity or a local ethnic
minority matters because, in general, members of the local ethnic ma
jority tend to fare better and enjoy perks not available to minority
members. Concerning potential ethnic group correlates of
intra-individual ethnicity change, we thus predict that undirected ethnic
switching is more likely to occur among individuals that belong to a
local ethnic minority (and less likely to occur among individuals that
belong to a local ethnic majority).

from inheriting wealth or a social position belonging to the family
(Fortunato 2012). Hence, in many matrilocal communities there is
added reason why a wife does not want to alienate herself from her
ethnic ancestry and family. This reason is the risk of losing (part of) her
inheritance. In fact, even a husband may encourage his wife not to
abandon her family’s ethnicity in order to maximize the chance of their
joint household inheriting from his wife’s family later on.
Overall, we expect that spousal ethnic adaptation follows a pattern
that is indicative of deliberate individual decision making that takes into
account local post-marital residence norms. Specific predictions con
cerning potential correlates of directed intra-individual ethnicity change
are twofold. The first is that newly intermarried men living in matrilocal
communities are more likely to convert to their wives’ ethnicity than
newly intermarried men living in communities with other marital resi
dence norms are. The second is that newly intermarried women living in
matrilocal communities are less likely to convert to their husbands’
ethnicity than newly intermarried women living in communities with
other marital residence norms are.

2.2.3. Potential correlates of directed ethnic switching
The presence of predictable patterns in individuals’ likelihood to
switch ethnicities is important evidence in support of the idea that intraindividual ethnicity change is a genuine phenomenon. However, if intraindividual ethnicity change is real and relevant, there should also be
evidence of a logic that steers individuals to convert to a specific other
ethnicity and not just make a generic ethnicity switch. Hence, to com
plete the evidentiary chain, we also consider potential correlates of in
dividuals’ switching to a specific alternative ethnicity or not.
Converting to a specific ethnicity is a narrower phenomenon than
generic, undirected intra-individual ethnicity change is. Hence, we focus
this part of the analysis on individuals who have married a spouse from
another ethnic group. After an interethnic marriage one of the spouses
often forgoes their ethnicity and converts to the ethnicity of the other
spouse. This is a form of directed ethnic switching, which we call spousal
ethnic adaptation. The rationale for spousal ethnic adaptation is that it is
a chief means for getting accepted by the spouse’s circle of friends and
social network, not least the spouse’s family. At the same time, ethnic
switching in an intermarriage means that one of the spouses retains their
ethnicity, while the other spouse forgoes their original ethnicity. If
ethnic switching is real, however, variation in expected net benefits
enables predicting when husbands and wives are more/less likely to
adopt the ethnicity of their spouse.
The specific correlate of directed ethnicity switching that we propose
concerns community-specific norms on matrilocality, i.e., married cou
ples’ co-residence with the bride’s family. Although individuals are
likely aware of these norms before their decision to intermarry, variation
in these norms is deep-rooted. Hence, local post-marital residence
norms, specifically whether a community is matrilocal or nonmatrilocal, seem an interesting source of variation in the net benefits
that husbands and wives can expect to receive from spousal ethnic
adaptation. Chief reason is that, for newly intermarried men, matrilo
cality means co-residing with in-laws from another ethnic group. Living
together with certain people intensifies an individual’s contact and in
teractions with these people. Moreover, spending most time with in-laws
that have a different ethno-cultural tradition, speak a different language
and/or adhere to a different religion increases the salience of the hus
band’s otherness, causing him to feel alienated and socially excluded
(Tajfel and Turner 2004). As a result, a husband is likely to want to fit in
with and be accepted by his new family. He can do this by acculturating
into his wife’s ethnic group. Vice versa, for an intermarried woman,
matrilocality means living together with a family that would likely be
upset if she were to abandon her family’s ethnic identity. Living with her
family, a newly intermarried woman would therefore be less willing to
convert to another ethnic group. What is more, matrilocality often
co-occurs with matrilineality. Matrilineality is the cultural norm of
giving women priority in succession. Men, however, may be excluded

3. Data and measures
3.1. Main data source and sample
The main data for our analysis come from the Indonesian Family Life
Survey (IFLS). Availability of specific variables means that we use the
last three waves of this panel with data collected in 2000 (Wave 3), 2007
(Wave 4) and 2014 (Wave 5) (Strauss et al. 2004, 2009, 2016). The IFLS
contains an extensive set of variables concerning ethnicity. These vari
ables concern the respondents themselves but also the ethnicity of their
parents and spouse, if applicable. In addition, much information is
available on respondents’ communities. The IFLS data that we use
comprise up to 13,659 unique individuals and 27,008 observations
overall. We only consider individuals included in all three waves of the
IFLS. Sample sizes vary, however, depending on whether we consider
directed or undirected ethnic switching.
3.2. Measures of ethnic identity and ethnic switching
3.2.1. Ethnic identity
The key variable in the analysis is individuals’ ethnicity. The main
measure of ethnicity that we consider derives from the IFLS item that
asks respondents to which ethnic group they belong (“What is your
ethnicity?“). The accompanying answer scale distinguishes 29 ethnic
ities (see Table A1 in Supplement A for details). Inclusion of 29 distinct
ethnicities means that the IFLS data do not consider all ethnic groups in
Indonesia. However, the 29 ethnicities distinguished in the IFLS repre
sent almost the entire Indonesian population, some 83%. Hence, it is
unlikely that results are severely biased because the IFLS sample does
not cover all ethnic groups in Indonesia. This holds even more because
we typically control for ethnic group fixed effects. We thus filter out any
effect that is idiosyncratic to a particular ethnic group in the sample. The
IFLS allows individuals to select more than one ethnicity but very few
respondents (<0.5%) do. We exclude these respondents from the sample
for the main analysis. We obtain similar results when we do include
these respondents. Across waves, the categories of possible answers to
the ethnicity item have changed to cover different ethnic groups. Hence,
we also exclude individuals reporting ethnicities that were not available
as possible answers in all three waves of the IFLS that we consider.
Excluded answer categories include “Other,” “Cirebon” and “Banten.”
An alternative measure of individuals’ ethnicity comes from the item
asking respondents to indicate the ethnicity of their parents: “What is
your father’s/mother’s ethnicity?” We use this measure of ethnic iden
tity as a robustness check. As before, the accompanying answer scale
distinguishes 29 ethnicities (although this scale has also changed
slightly across waves).
4
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3.2.2. Undirected intra-individual ethnicity change
Using the self-reported ethnicity item, we measure undirected intraindividual ethnicity change simply as a dummy variable that equals 1 if
the individual’s self-reported ethnicity at time t is not the same as his/
her ethnicity at time t-1 and equals 0 if the individual’s self-reported
ethnicity at time t is the same as his/her ethnicity at time t-1. Howev
er, we can also use the item on the ethnicity of individuals’ parents to
construct an alternative measure of undirected ethnic switching that we
can consider as a robustness check. In this case, we measure undirected
ethnic switching as a dummy variable that equals 1 if individuals’ selfreported ethnicity at time t is not the same as the reported ethnicity of
both their father and their mother also reported at time t and equals
0 otherwise. Table A1 in Supplement A presents details on the most
important IFLS items that we use and on the different measures of ethnic
switching that we consider.6

different from the ethnicity of the individual’s spouse at time t. About
9.81% of the individuals in our sample have engaged in such an inter
ethnic marriage between 2000 and 2014.7
We measure internal migration using the IFLS item that asks in
dividuals in which community they live. For each community, we
further know the province in which this community is located. This
information comes from the IFLS item that asks, “What is the province/
subdistrict that you live in?” We define interprovincial migrants as in
dividuals who live in one of Indonesia’s 34 provinces at time t but lived
in another province at time t-1. Since different ethnic groups in
Indonesia are geographically concentrated, interprovincial migration
tends to be associated with becoming exposed to a different locally
dominant ethnic group. However, to be complete, we also consider
intraprovincial, intercommunity migrants. We define these migrants as
individuals who live in one subdistrict at time t but lived in another
subdistrict in the same province at time t-1. Some 21.6% of the in
dividuals in the sample have migrated either from one province to
another or from one community to another at some point between 2000
and 2014. As expected, a comparatively small share of this group,
though still 4.27% of the individuals in the sample, have migrated from
one Indonesian province to another in the same period.8

3.2.3. Directed intra-individual ethnicity change (spousal ethnic
adaptation)
Focusing on newly intermarried individuals, we define spousal
ethnic adaptation as the forgoing of one’s original or ancestral ethnicity
and converting to the ethnicity of one’s spouse. The IFLS item on the
(self-reported) ethnicity of an individual’s spouse is akin to the item
asking individuals about their own ethnicity. The item simply asks a
respondent’s spouse to indicate the ethnic group to which he/she be
longs, should a spouse be present during the interview. Alternatively, if
the spouse is not home at the time of the interview, the respondent him-/
herself indicates the ethnic group to which his/her spouse belongs. We
combine this measure of spousal ethnicity with the various measures of
an individual’s own ethnicity to provide different operationalizations of
spousal ethnic adaptation.
First, we use the item on an individual’s own, self-reported ethnicity
to construct a dummy variable that has value 1 if the individual’s selfreported ethnicity at time t is unequal to the individual’s self-reported
ethnicity at time t-1 but is equal to the ethnicity of the individual’s
spouse at time t. This variable thus has value 0 if the individual’s selfreported ethnicity at time t is equal to the individual’s self-reported
ethnicity at time t-1 or if the individual’s self-reported ethnicity at
time t is not equal to the ethnicity of the individual’s spouse at time t. In
similar fashion, we consider the item asking individuals about their
parents’ ethnicity to create a second dummy variable for spousal ethnic
adaptation. This dummy variable has value 1 if an individual’s selfreported ethnicity at time t is unequal to the individual’s ancestral
ethnicity at time t-1 but is equal to the ethnicity of the individual’s
spouse at time t. This variable thus has value 0 if the individual’s selfreported ethnicity at time t is equal to his/her ancestral ethnicity at
time t-1 or if the individual’s self-reported ethnicity at time t is not equal
to the ethnicity of the individual’s spouse at time t.

3.3.2. Ethnic group correlates (local ethnic majority/minority)
The measure characterizing an individuals’ ethnic group as being the
local ethnic majority or a local ethnic minority combines individual with
community-level data. We measure individuals’ ethnicity using the
same IFLS items as before. However, to determine whether this indi
vidual then belongs to the local ethnic majority or a minority group, we
draw on the so-called community-facility modules included in the IFLS.
The IFLS community-facility modules contain various variables
describing villages. Data come from interviewing senior village admin
istrators, usually the mayor of the village. One variable concerns the
ethnic composition of the village, particularly the three largest ethnic
groups in the village. We consider an individual to belong to the local
ethnic minority if their self-reported ethnicity at t-1 is different from the
largest ethnicity in their village at time t. Vice versa, we consider an
individual to belong to the local ethnic majority if their self-reported
ethnicity at t-1 is the same as the largest ethnicity in their village at
time t. According to these definitions, roughly 9.2% of the individuals in
the sample belong to the local ethnic minority whereas 90.8% belong to
a local ethnic majority.
3.3.3. Matrilocal vs. non-matrilocal communities
To measure the presence of a matrilocal post-marital residence norm
in a particular community we draw on the “Adat” (traditional lifestyle)
module included in Wave 4 of the IFLS. This module asks the mayor of a
particular community (or a similar type of high-ranked government
official) about specific cultural features of the local community. One of
the questions concerns the residence of newlyweds, “Putting aside
economic constraints, where does the newly married couple life after
their marriage?” Possible answers to this item are that couples reside at
the (parents of the) bride’s place, at the (parents of the) groom’s place or
neither, which includes the norm that newlyweds reside at their own
place. We create a dummy variable of matrilocality that has a value of 1
if the norm in the community is that married couples reside at the
(parents of the) brides’ place and a value of 0 otherwise. The sample of
newly intermarried men and women that we can consider comprises 162
different communities of which 90 are matrilocal. Moreover, 57.4% of

3.3. Measures of correlates of ethnic switching
3.3.1. Individual correlates (ethnic intermarriage and internal migration)
The measure of intermarriage uses the same questionnaire items that
we use to measure spousal ethnic adaptation. We define an intermar
riage as a marriage where an individual’s ethnicity at time t-1 is
6
Because of the importance of language in Indonesian society, we have also
constructed a dummy variable that indicates whether an individual has learnt
to speak Bahasa Indonesia, the national language. Tables C1 and C2 in Sup
plement C present evidence on the prevalence of such linguistic switching and
on its co-occurrence with intermarriage and internal migration. Learning the
national language can be considered as an alternative form of ethnic switching,
emphasizing national identity over one’s ancestral identity.

7
In line with the discussion of endogeneity in Note 5, let us note explicitly
that the measure of intermarriage does not imply, nor is it meant to imply, that
individuals switch their ethnicity only until after they have intermarried.
8
As for intermarriage (Note 7), these measures of internal migration are
meant for assessing the co-occurrence of internal migration and ethnic
switching and not for testing a causal effect of the former on the latter.
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the individuals in the sample of newly intermarried individuals live in a
community classified as matrilocal. Given the geographic areas covered
by the IFLS sample (e.g., Sumatera, Java), these numbers match the
prevalence of matrilocal residence norms in Indonesia reported in the
literature (Guilmoto, 2015; Rammohan and Robertson 2012). The Adat
module has only been included in Wave 4 of the IFLS. However, because
cultural differences are highly stable over time (Beugelsdijk et al., 2015;
Hofstede 2001), we can use the same measure of local marital residence
norms for observations from Wave 5 of the IFLS.

basic model to assess the prevalence of racial switching in the U.S. and
caste switching in India.

3.4. Control variables

4.2.1. Individual and ethnic group correlates of undirected ethnic switching
To examine individual and ethnic group correlates predicting undi
rected ethnic switching, we extend the basic model presented in Eq. (1)
in three ways. These three ways correspond to the three specific corre
lates that we consider: (i) intermarriage and (ii) migration as individual
correlates and (iii) ethnic majority/minority membership as an ethnic
group correlate. Hence, the first possible extension is that we include
variables that indicate whether the individual has married a (new)
spouse since the last wave and whether this spouse has the same
ethnicity as the individual (endogamous marriage) or not (exogamous
marriage) (Hit). Similarly, the second extension is that we include var
iables that indicate whether an individual has moved to another com
munity or province since the last interview (Pit). Finally, the third
extension is that we include a variable that indicates whether an in
dividual’s ethnic group is the local ethnic majority or local ethnic mi
nority group (Sit). Eqs. (2a)-(2c) depict the models that correspond to
these three extensions:

4.2. Models for studying the correlates of ethnic switching
The second part of the empirical analysis is to check for logically
predictable patterns in the occurrence of ethnic switching. We do so by
considering expected correlates of ethnic switching and distinguish be
tween undirected and directed ethnic switching.

When estimating regression models using the IFLS data, we typically
control for a large set of possible confounders. Chief examples are timevarying individual-level control variables such as age, age squared,
educational degree, employment status and an individual’s ability to
speak the official national language “Bahasa Indonesia” (1 = yes). We
further control for community fixed effects and, if necessary,
community-wave fixed effects and individual fixed effects. To make sure
that our results are general and not driven by systematic (dyadic)
changes in ethnic identity (e.g., Balinese becoming Javanese), we also
control for both ethnic group fixed effects and religious group fixed ef
fects. Finally, because of the importance of measurement error, we
control for interviewers’ perceived accuracy of respondents’ answers
and for interviewers’ own ethnicity and their prior experience inter
viewing for the IFLS. Table A1 in Supplement A presents details on these
variables and their measurement.
4. Empirical approaches

Uit = β0 + β1 Hit + β2 Zit + β3 Iit + Ri + Cit + δt + vit ,

(2a)

4.1. Model for studying the prevalence of intra-individual ethnicity
change

Uit = β0 + β1 Pit + β2 Zit + β3 Iit + Ri + Cit + δt + vit ,

(2b)

Uit = β0 + β1 Sit + β2 Zit + β3 Iit + Rit + Cit + δt + vit .

(2c)

The first part of the empirical analysis is to assess how common intraindividual ethnicity change is. We measure the overall incidence of
undirected ethnicity change in Indonesia by estimating the probability
that individuals change their self-reported ethnicity between two waves
over a period of 14 years. Compared to reporting plain descriptive sta
tistics, the advantage of estimating marginal probabilities is that we can
control for various possible confounders. In addition, we can control for
the impact of various demographic characteristics, which addresses the
issue that the IFLS sample may overrepresent certain (ethnic) groups in
Indonesia.
The IFLS sample comprises individuals (i) that are measured in
different waves/years (t). Hence, the baseline empirical model that we
estimate is:

Similar to Eq. (1), Eqs. (2a)-(2c) include various control variables as
well as the broad set of fixed effects to control for confounding effects.
This means that we take into account that, for instance, highly skilled
individuals might be more able to switch between ethnicities but also to
marry outside their own ethnic group. For all three models, the coeffi
cient of interest is β2. If ethnic switching is real, this coefficient should be
significant, which, in turn, reflects that ethnic switching is not purely
random but partly logically predictable.
As a robustness check, we also estimate Eqs. (2a)-(2c) with individ
ual fixed effects. By including individual fixed effects we control for any
unobservable traits that might be relevant, for instance, individuals’
social aptness. Another robustness check involves adding an interaction
term between individuals’ religious denomination and the correlates of
interest (Hit, Pit and Sit). The reason is that there may be religious het
erogeneity in the salience of individuals’ ethnic identity. This salience in
turn, might affect the degree to which, say, intermarriage correlates
with ethnic switching. As before, we estimate Eqs. (2a)-(2c) using linear
probability models with robust standard errors that are clustered at the
individual-level.

Uit = β0 + β1 Zit + β2 Iit + Rit + Cit + δt + vit .

(1)

In this model, Uit denotes undirected ethnic switching by individual i
at time t, Zit denotes various individual-level and/or (time-varying)
community-level control variables, and Iit refers to variables reported by
the interviewer that speak to the amount of measurement error. We
further include ethnic group and religious group fixed effects (Rit) to
ensure that the results are generic and not driven by churning between
particular ethnic groups. In addition, for most analyses we prefer esti
mating models that include community fixed effects (Cit) and wave/year
fixed effects (δt) to control for any possible confounding effects of geo
location and time. Finally, vit denotes the residual of the estimated
model. The effect of adding all these controls is that the marginal
probabilities estimated using Eq. (1) represent the weighted average
probability of undirected ethnic switching among various ethnic groups,
communities et cetera.
To make the estimated coefficients more interpretable, we estimate
Eq. (1) using linear probability models. We further use robust standard
errors to deal with heteroscedasticity. Finally, we correct estimated
standard errors for clustering at the individual level. We use the same

4.2.2. Matrilocality as a correlate of directed ethnic switching (spousal
ethnic adaptation)
To assess whether directed ethnic switching, specifically spousal
ethnic adaptation, occurs systematically we consider how post-marital
residence norms affect the likelihood of a husband/wife adopting the
ethnicity of his wife/her husband. Following our predictions, we expect
a significant effect of the interaction between marital residence norms,
matrilocal or not, and the gender of the spouse, male or female. The
basic empirical model that we estimate is:
Aict = β0 + β1 Gic + β2 Gi Mc + β3 Zict + β4 Iit + β5 Sict + β6 Kit + Rit + Cic + δit
+ γict + vict .
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ethnic adaptation in terms of log odds (logistic models).9 We further use
robust standard errors. Finally, to be conservative, we correct these
robust standard errors for clustering at the local level, which is the level
immediately above the community level.

In this model, Aict denotes spousal ethnic adaption of newly inter
married individual i living in community c, Gi denotes gender (male or
female), Mc denotes whether the community is matrilocal and GiMc
denotes the interaction between gender and matrilocal residence norms
in an individual’s community. The control variables that we include are
mostly the same control variables as before. We thus control for a variety
of individual-level factors such as educational degree or ability to speak
the official national language (Zict) as well as for several variables re
ported by the interviewer (Iit). We further control for ethnic minority
status (Sict). The reason is that there is a possibility that individuals use
intermarriage as a means to escape their ethnic minority status and
become a member of the ethnic majority in a particular area. Because
spousal ethnic adaptation involves both the individual and his/her
spouse as decision makers we further consider the difference in level of
education between the individual and their spouse as a proxy for the
individual’s bargaining power (Kit). We also include ethnic group and
religious group fixed effects (Rit).
Because community-level cultural norms do not vary over time, for
most analyses we prefer estimating a model that includes community
fixed effects (Cic), wave fixed effects (δit) and community-wave in
teractions (γict). These controls help rule out that results are driven by
time-invariant or time-varying community-level factors. A specific
example is that we take into account any biases that might occur when
the incidence of ethnic conflicts in a region, which likely affects the
permeability of ethnic boundaries (Bertrand 2003), is correlated with
the presence of non-matrilocal residence norms (see Table A5 and
Figure A1 in Supplement A). Of course, including community fixed ef
fects means that we do not consider the direct effect of matrilocality (Mc)
on spousal ethnic adaptation.
As a robustness check, we extend the baseline results that we obtain
from estimating Eq. (3) by considering several additional moderating
effects. First, in some Indonesian regions, ethnicity is not a particularly
salient issue (Bazzi et al., 2019). Ethnic salience, in turn, may affect the
likelihood of spousal ethnic adaptation. We explore this issue using the
ability of an individual to speak Bahasa. We expect that ethnicity is less
salient among couples that use the national language in their daily lives
instead of the ethnic language of one of the spouses. In addition, national
identity, as exemplified by speaking Bahasa, may offer couples a means
to align their identities without one spouse renouncing their ethnicity
through spousal ethnic adaptation. Hence, as an added control we
include the interaction between matrilocality and the ability of an in
dividual to speak Bahasa Indonesia. In addition, we correct for the
possibility that matrilocality has an indirect influence on the decision to
convert to the ethnicity of one’s spouse through individual-level factors
that correlate with matrilocality. Specifically, we take into account that
women, on average, may be (relatively) more highly educated in
matrilocal communities than in non-matrilocal communities (Lowes
2020). Because both women’s absolute level of education and their level
of education relative to their husbands may be affected, we include two
further interaction terms: (i) matrilocality interacted with the educa
tional degree of the individual and (ii) matrilocality interacted with a
measure of the difference in education level between spouses.
We further control for possible sources of measurement error that
might coincide with spousal ethnic adaptation and the presence of
matrilocal co-residence norms. To do so, we consider several charac
teristics of the interview that might have affected responses on the
ethnic identity items included in the IFLS. An example is that it may
matter whether the interview involves a husband reporting on the
ethnicity of his wife or a wife reporting on the ethnicity of her husband.
Should such gendered reporting exist, it may be stronger in matrilocal
communities than in non-matrilocal communities. Hence, we repeat the
baseline analysis for spousal ethnic adaption but include an interaction
term between matrilocal co-residence norms and a dummy variable that
indicates whether the husband or the wife was interviewed by the IFLS.
To overcome the heteroscedasticity issues that result from consid
ering a nominal dependent variable, we estimate all models on spousal

4.3. Assessing the impact of ethnic switching on the (Mis)Measurement of
ethnic segregation
The final part of the empirical analysis involves assessing how ethnic
switching affects measured ethnic segregation in society. Because ethnic
exogamy in marriage has long been taken as a critical sign of decreasing
ethnic segregation, we focus on the (mis)measurement of the prevalence
of interethnic marriage. Around the world, official statistics on inter
marriage are based on the ethnic self-identification of two spouses at a
point in time. An intermarriage is said to exist if the self-identified ethnic
group of one of the spouses is not the same as the self-identified ethnic
group of the other spouse. Because of spouses’ tendency to adopt the
ethnicity of the other spouse, however, we observe that many marriages
that are officially classified as endogamous started out with the future
spouses having different ethnic identities. Hence, we find that official
numbers understate the extent of intermarriage and end up overstating
the degree of ethnic segregation in society.10
We take two different approaches to assessing the extent to which
official statistics on the prevalence of marital endogamy are upwardly
biased due to ethnic switching. For both approaches the idea is to
calculate an adjusted measure of the prevalence of intermarriage that
can be compared to the prevalence measure that follows the official
definition of intermarriage. The first approach takes numbers on inter
marriage in a country measured using the official definition and adjusts
them for the overall rate of spousal ethnic adaptation observed in the
country sample. Practically this means that we multiply the official
prevalence of intermarriages measured in a country sample with a
correction factor that is based on the tendency towards spousal ethnic
adaptation observed in the same sample. We apply this correction to all
intermarriages observed in a sample. To obtain the rate of spousal ethnic
adaptation, we simply consider how many newly married individuals in
a country sample switch their ethnicity so that their self-reported
ethnicity at time t is unequal to their self-reported ethnicity at time t-1
but is equal to the ethnicity of the individual’s spouse at time t (see
Section 3.2.3 above).
Implicit assumption underlying this first adjustment approach is that
the tendency towards spousal ethnic adaptation observed in a country
sample is constant over time. Because we cannot estimate the rate of
spousal ethnic adaptation in the years before the start of a survey, the
best we can do is extrapolate and apply the same correction factor to all
intermarriages. This means that we apply the correction factor both to
intermarriages that existed before the start of the data collection and to
intermarriages that have formed during the years covered by a survey.
For the second adjustment approach, we do not make use of
extrapolation. Instead, for this approach, we only consider the preva
lence of intermarriage among marital unions that have formed during
the years covered by a country survey. Hence, for the second approach,
we only assess how spousal ethnic adaptation leads to an understate
ment of the prevalence of intermarriage among two individuals that
have married since the start of a survey. The correction that we apply is
essentially the same as before. We reclassify endogamous marriages as
exogamous marriages for all couples that started with the two future
9
For this analysis, we prefer using a logistic model over a linear probability
model (OLS). The reason is that the sample for this analysis is relatively small,
which makes logistic models are more efficient than OLS (see Hellevik 2009 for
an extensive discussion).
10
To be sure, the official definition of marital exogamy and endogamy, or our
own definition for that matter (Section 3.2.3), need not align with how couples
themselves perceive their marriage.
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spouses not sharing the same ethnicity. The final number for the cor
rected measure of the prevalence of intermarriage among newlyweds
comes from adding the number of reclassified intermarriages to the
number of intermarriages identified according to the official definition
of spouses not currently sharing the same ethnicity.
We apply these two approaches to individual panel data for
Indonesia, the U.S. and India. However, we should note beforehand that
in India the prevalence of intermarriage measured using the official
definition is almost negligible and therefore strongly affected by mea
surement or coding errors concerning even a single individual. More
over, when applying the first approach, this measurement error will
have a strong effect on the corrected number for the prevalence of
intermarriage in India. Hence, this number should be treated cautiously
and not be taken as definitive.

Digging deeper, we find that ethnic switching occurs between all
ethnic groups in Indonesia (Table B1 in Supplement B). Some specific
dyadic ethnicity switches are more prevalent in the sample than others
are. Nevertheless, ethnic churning seems to occur across all ethnic
groups. Finally, considering the U.S. and India, results indicate that
ethnic switching is not limited to Indonesia. For the U.S., the marginal
probability of intra-individual racial identity change is 0.100% (95%CI:
0.098─0.102%) annually (Table D1 in Supplement D). For India, the
marginal probability of intra-individual caste identity change is 22.2%
(95%CI: 21.8─22.7%) over a period of seven years, between 2005 and
2012 (Table E1 in Supplement E). Races in the U.S. and castes in India
are associated with systematic differences in social class or status.
Hence, we would expect that some specific dyadic race or caste switches
are more common than others. This is borne out by the data (Tables D2
and E2 in Supplements D and E). An example is that switching from
Mixed racial identity to White racial identity in the U.S. is more common
than switching from African American racial identity to White racial
identity is. Overall, however, results clearly show that ethnic switching
also occurs in societies in which ethnic boundaries are not based on
language but on phenotypical traits/race (the U.S.) or caste (India).

5. Results
5.1. Prevalence of ethnic switching
5.1.1. Probability of ethnic switching over a period of time
How common is ethnic switching? Descriptive statistics for the IFLS
sample indicate that 6.92% of the Indonesian people have changed their
self-reported ethnicity sometime between 2000 and 2014 (Table A4 in
Supplement A). Estimating the marginal probability of intra-individual
ethnicity change renders a slightly lower percentage, (Fig. 1; see
Table 1 for details). At the same time, the estimated marginal probability
covers only 14 years on a life expectancy of almost 72 years. Hence, the
overall prevalence of ethnic switching in Indonesia is clearly higher than
this estimated marginal probability.
Observed ethnic switching might, in principle, be entirely due to
measurement and coding error. However, ethnic switching is far more
prevalent than comparable forms of switching are. Gender switching, in
particular, does not exist in Indonesia, which is reflected by its low
prevalence in the sample, 0.03% (95%CI: 0.02─0.06%) over 14 years.
What is more, the ethnic switching documented in Table 1 does not
occur in isolation but is associated with relevant behavioral adjustments
(Table 2). In particular, more than 85% of the Indonesian people who
have changed their ethnicity between two waves of the IFLS have also
learned the language of their new ethnic group in this period. In addi
tion, more than 14% of ethnic identity switchers started learning the
language of their new ethnic group in the seven years since they changed
their ethnic identity. These results are robust to controlling for indi
vidual fixed effects (Model 4 in Table 2).

5.2. Correlates of ethnic switching
5.2.1. Individual correlates of undirected ethnic switching
Does generic ethnic switching follow logically predictable patterns?
Table 3 presents results on undirected ethnic switching occurring
coincidental with migration and interethnic marriage. Consistent with
the acculturation literature and the idea of ethnic switching as a form of
adapting to a new socioethnic environment, results indicate that ethnic
switching is much more likely among individuals that have migrated or
intermarried between waves. As shown in Fig. 2, the marginal proba
bility that newlywed individuals that married a spouse with a different
ethnicity also changed their ethnic identity is about 27.4% (95%CI:
25.2─29.5%). Moreover, the marginal probability that a newlywed in
dividual that married a spouse with the same ethnicity also changed
their ethnic identity is only 3.08% (95%CI: 2.71─3.45%). The former is
significantly higher and the latter significantly lower than the 6.86%
marginal probability of intra-individual ethnicity change for all Indo
nesian people. Similarly, the marginal probability that an individual
who has moved to another province within Indonesia also changed their
ethnicity is 16.0% (95%CI: 13.8─18.2%). The marginal probability that
an individual who has moved to another community has also changed
their ethnicity is lower, about 8.87% (95%CI: 8.08─9.66%).

Fig. 1. Marginal probability of intra-individual ethnicity change among different age cohorts and educational groups.
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Table 1
Individual random effects estimation of education and age as factors predicting
the likelihood of intra-individual ethnicity change.
Dependent = Intra-individual ethnicity change (1 = yes)
Educational groups
Primary education or less (reference)
Secondary education
Tertiary education
Age cohorts
18–30 (reference)
31-50
50+

Individual-level control variables
Gender (1 = female)
Double ethnicity (1 = yes)
Ability to speak Bahasa national language (1 = yes)
Dummies for perceived accuracy of respondent’s interview
answers
Dummies for subjective economic well-being
Dummies for employment status
Interviewer-level control variables
Interviewer has conducted IFLS surveys before (1 = yes)
Dummies for ethnicity of interviewer
Ethnic group fixed effects
Religious group fixed effects

Table 2
Individual linear probability models estimating whether individuals learn the
language of their new ethnicity.

Model 1
0
0.009 (0.004)
[p = 0.024]
0.017 (0.009)
[p = 0.006]
0
− 0.009
(0.005)
[p = 0.056]
− 0.013
(0.005)
[p = 0.019]

0.051
0.212
0.170

0.646
(0.039)
[p = 0.000]

0.853
(0.032)
[p = 0.000]

Intra-individual ethnicity change in the
previous wave (1 = yes)

–

0.110
(0.029)
[p = 0.000]

0.419
(0.116)
[p =
0.000]
–

0.001
(0.002)
[p = 0.477]
0.097
(0.103)
[p = 0.346]
Yes
0.032
(0.007)
[p = 0.000]

0.001
(0.003)
[p = 0.780]
0.163
(0.131)
[p = 0.215]
Yes
0.049
(0.011)
[p = 0.000]

Yes

Yes

Yes
0.818
(0.258)
[p =
0.002]
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

0.003
(0.002)
[p = 0.163]

0.002
(0.003)
[p = 0.636]

Notes: Table reports estimated linear probabilities. Intra-individual ethnicity
change is measured on the basis of individuals’ self-reported ethnicity. Robust
standard errors in parentheses clustered at the individual level. Robust p-values
are in square brackets. The estimated model includes baseline fixed effects to
control for time-invariant ethnic group, religious group, community and yearwave factors. To make the estimates of our coefficients more interpretable, we
report the outcomes of the linear probability models only. However, logistic
models render similar results (available on request).

–

–

Yes

Yes

0.002
(0.001)
[p =
0.203]
Yes

Individual fixed effects
Ethnic group fixed effects
Religious group fixed effects
Year/wave fixed effects
Community fixed effects

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No. of observations
No. of individuals

17,933
10,287

8931
8931

17,933
10,287

Within R2
Between R2
Overall R2

–
–
0.539

–
–
0.631

0.243
0.024
0.030

Dummies for ethnicity of interviewer

Dependent = Intra-individual ethnicity change (1 = yes)

Within R2
Between R2
Overall R2

Intra-individual ethnicity change (1 =
yes)

Dummies for perceived accuracy of
respondent’s interview answers
Dummies for subjective economic
well-being
Dummies for employment status
Dummies for educational categories
Interviewer-level control variables
Interviewer has conducted IFLS
surveys before (1 = yes)

Yes
Yes

27,254
13,734

Model 4
Panel

Age and age squared
Ability to speak Bahasa national
language (1 = yes)

− 0.007
(0.003)
[p = 0.028]
Yes

No. of observations
No. of individuals

Model 3
Crosssectional

Double ethnicity (1 = yes)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Model 2
Crosssectional

Individual-level control variables
Gender (1 = female)

0.001 (0.004)
[p = 0.751]
0.355 (0.058)
[p = 0.000]
0.0432 (0.004)
[p = 0.000]
Yes

Year/wave fixed effects
Community fixed effects

Dependent = Learning language of new
ethnic identity (1 = yes)

Notes: Table reports estimated linear probabilities. Intra-individual ethnicity
change is measured on the basis of individuals’ self-reported ethnicity. Model 2
estimates the probability of individuals learning the ethnic language of their new
ethnic group after a change in their ethnicity. Model 3 estimates the probability
of individuals learning the ethnic language of their new ethnic group with a lag
of maximum 7 years after a change in their ethnicity. Model 4 estimates the
probability of individuals learning the ethnic language of their new ethnicity
after a change in their ethnicity with individual fixed effects controlled for.
Robust standard errors in parentheses clustered at the individual level. Robust pvalues are in square brackets. All regressions include baseline fixed effects to
control for time-invariant ethnic group, religious group, community and yearwave factors. To make the estimates of our coefficients more interpretable, we
report the outcomes of the linear probability models only. However, logistic
models render similar results (available on request).

These results are robust to controlling for individual fixed effects
(Table 4). We also obtain qualitatively similar results when we measure
ethnic switching by considering whether individuals self-report an
ethnic identity that is different from both the ethnicity of their father
and of their mother (Table B2 in Supplement B). Finally, we find that
there is substantial religious heterogeneity in the occurrence of ethnic
switching, particularly among individuals that have intermarried.
However, the main results are robust (Table B3 in Supplement B).
Let us repeat that, as indicated in Note 5 above, we do not interpret
the found co-occurrence of ethnic switching and internal migration or
intermarriage as a pure causal effect of these major life events on ethnic
switching. It seems plausible, for instance, that individuals who are
more socially apt are both more likely to find a non-coethnic spouse and
to change their ethnicity. Also under this interpretation, however, it
seems that ethnic switching is not just a random event and follows
predictable patterns. To wit, individuals who are more socially apt, as
shown by their ability to marry outside their ethnic group, are probably

also more likely to acculturate successfully into a new ethnic group and
therefore also more likely to switch ethnicities.
Moving beyond linguistic ethnic boundaries, we find similar patterns
on the co-occurrence of ethnic switching and intermarriage in the U.S.
(Table D1, Supplement D) and India (Table E1, Supplement E). In the U.
S., the marginal probability of intra-individual racial identity change for
newlyweds that have married a spouse with a different racial identity is
20.2% (95%CI: 15.6─24.7%). This probability is much higher than the
marginal probability for newlyweds that have married a spouse with the
same racial identity (− 0.19%; 95%CI: − 0.59─0.21%) (see Models D19

Newly married individuals only

Migrants only

Dependent = Intra-individual ethnicity change (1 = yes)

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Marriage (1 = yes)

–

–

Interethnic marriage (1 = yes)

− 0.002 (0.003)
[p = 0.422]
–

–

–

Intra-ethnic marriage (1 = yes)

–

0.242 (0.012)
[p = 0.000]
–

− 0.242 (0.012)
[p = 0.000]

Migration (1 = yes)

–

Interprovincial migration (1 = yes)
Intercommunity migration (1 = yes)
Individual-level control variables
Gender (1 = female)

Model 8

Model 9

Model 10

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.011 (0.004)
[p = 0.006]
–

–

–

–

0.071 (0.012)
[p = 0.000]
–

− 0.071 (0.012)
[p = 0.000]

0.005 (0.005)
[p = 0.346]
0.346 (0.081)
[p = 0.000]
Yes
− 0.002 (0.006)
[p = 0.751]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.005 (0.005)
[p = 0.346]
0.346 (0.081)
[p = 0.000]
Yes
− 0.002 (0.006)
[p = 0.751]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.001 (0.004)
[p = 0.715]
0.356 (0.058)
[p = 0.000]
Yes
0.030 (0.004)
[p = 0.000]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

− 0.004 (0.008)
[p = 0.652]
0.105 (0.131)
[p = 0.420]
Yes
0.018 (0.010)
[p = 0.047]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

− 0.004 (0.008)
[p = 0.652]
0.105 (0.131)
[p = 0.420]
Yes
0.018 (0.010)
[p = 0.047]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

− 0.007 (0.003)
[p = 0.018]
Yes

0.001 (0.004)
[p = 0.770]
Yes

0.001 (0.004)
[p = 0.770]
Yes

− 0.007 (0.003)
[p = 0.020]
Yes

− 0.004 (0.009)
[p = 0.638]
Yes

− 0.004 (0.009)
[p = 0.638]
Yes

Ethnic group fixed effects
Religious group fixed effects
Year/wave fixed effects
Community fixed effects

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No. of observations
No. of individuals
Within R2
Between R2
Overall R2

27,536
13,776
0.049
0.212
0.169

14,296
9882
0.127
0.291
0.267

14,296
9882
0.127
0.291
0.267

27,526
13,776
0.049
0.213
0.169

5953
4913
0.064
0.308
0.275

5953
4913
0.064
0.308
0.275

Age & age squared
Ability to speak Bahasa national language (1 = yes)
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Dummies for perceived accuracy of respondent’s interview answers
Dummies for subjective economic well-being
Dummies for employment categories
Dummies for educational categories
Interviewer-level control variables
Interviewer has conducted IFLS surveys before (1 = yes)
Dummies for ethnicity of interviewer

Notes: Table reports estimated linear probabilities. Intra-individual ethnicity change is measured on the basis of individuals’ self-reported ethnicity. Models 5 and 8 estimate the relationships between marriage and
migration and the probability of individuals changing their ethnicity. Models 6 and 7 estimate the relationships between interethnic and intra-ethnic marriage and the probability of individuals changing their ethnicity
restricted to consider only newly married individuals. Models 9 and 10 estimate the relationships between interprovincial and intercommunity migration and the probability of individuals changing their ethnicity
restricted to a sample of migrants. Robust standard errors in parentheses clustered at the individual level. Robust p-values are in square brackets. All estimated models include baseline fixed effects to control for timeinvariant ethnic group, religious group, community and year-wave factors. To make the estimates of our coefficients more interpretable, we report the outcomes of the linear probability models only. However, logistic
models render similar results (available on request).
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0.002 (0.004)
[p = 0.682]
0.355 (0.058)
[p = 0.000]
Yes
0.031 (0.004)
[p = 0.000]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Double ethnicity (1 = yes)
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Table 3
Individual random effects estimation of factors predicting the likelihood of intra-individual ethnicity change considering the role of major-life events.
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Fig. 2. Marginal probability of intra-individual ethnicity change coincidental with marriage and migration.

5.2.3. Correlates of directed ethnic switching (spousal ethnic adaptation)
Final evidence on predictable, non-random patterns in ethnic
switching comes from analyzing directed ethnic switching, specifically
spousal ethnic adaptation. Table 6 presents results on spousal ethnic
adaptation by husbands (Model 16) and wives (Model 17) as a function
of local norms on matrilocal residence. Fig. 3 presents the associated
marginal probabilities of newly intermarried men and women adopting
the ethnicity of their spouse when living in matrilocal communities vs.
when living in non-matrilocal communities. These probabilities differ
(statistically) highly significantly. Specifically, results indicate that the
probability of newly intermarried men converting to the ethnicity of
their wives is 13.7 percentage points (95%CI: 1.75─25.5%) higher
among couples living in matrilocal communities compared to couples
living in non-matrilocal communities. Similarly, results indicate that the
probability of newly intermarried women converting to the ethnicity of
their husbands is 13.9 percentage points (95%CI: 1.76─26.0%) lower
among couples living in matrilocal communities compared to couples
living in non-matrilocal communities.
As a first check of the robustness of these last results, Table B5 in
Supplement B repeats the analyses in Table 6 using a measure of spousal
ethnic adaptation based on the ethnicity of individuals’ parents. Results
are highly similar although estimates are less precise. As a further
robustness check, Table B6 reports results for analyses that consider
several additional community-level and individual-level moderators.
Results on the effect of matrilocality on spousal ethnic adaptation are
robust to controlling for a variety of additional moderators. Finally,
results are robust for inclusion of variables that speak to possible sources
of measurement error, particularly various characteristics of the inter
view (Tables B7-B9 in Supplement B).
Overall, we deem it likely that men’s and women’s likelihood of
spousal ethnic adaptation is indeed systematically affected by deeprooted post-marital residence norms. This evidence, in turn, strongly
supports the idea that ethnic switching involves deliberate decision
making and is thus a real phenomenon. As before, we do not present
results for the U.S. and India because variation in local marital residence
norms is not as significant and relevant in these countries as it is in
Indonesia.

D3 in Table D1). In India, the marginal probability of intra-individual
caste change for newlyweds that have married a spouse from a
different caste is 77.8% (95%CI: 70.0─85.7%). This probability is also
much higher than the marginal probability for newlyweds that have
married a spouse from the same caste (1.34%; 95%CI: − 0.82─3.50%)
(see Models E1-E3 in Table E1). Hence, it seems that systematic ethnic
switching is not unique to Indonesia. Logically predictable changes in
individuals’ chief social identity also occur in countries with ethnic
boundaries that are less permeable than the language-based ethnic
boundaries in Indonesia are.
To be sure, we do not present results on internal migration for the U.
S. and India. In Indonesia, the connection between ethnicity and region
is strong and also deep-rooted (e.g., the Balinese live on Bali, which is
therefore dominated by ethnic Balinese). In the U.S. and India, in
contrast, specific ethnic groups (races or castes) are far less strongly
associated with distinct geographical areas. Hence, in these two coun
tries, internal migration is far less disruptive to individuals’ socioethnic
environment.
5.2.2. Ethnic group correlates of undirected ethnic switching
Further evidence that generic ethnic switching follows logically
predictable patterns comes from considering the role of characteristics
of individuals’ ethnic groups. A priori, we expect that individuals that
belong to the local ethnic majority (minority) are less (more) likely to
switch ethnicities. Results support this prediction (Table 5), although
the found relationship is of course not necessarily purely causal. The
marginal probability of undirected ethnic switching for local ethnic
minority members is 13.8% (95%CI: 12.5─15.1%), much higher than
the 6.86% marginal probability of intra-individual ethnicity change for
all Indonesian people. Vice versa, the marginal probability of ethnic
witching is significantly lower for local ethnic majority members, 5.74%
(95%CI: 5.42─6.07%).
Robustness checks show that these results also remain when we
control for religious heterogeneity, the possibility that ethnic minorities
with some religious denominations are more/less likely to switch be
tween ethnic groups (Table B4 in Supplement B). Meanwhile, as above,
we do not present results for the U.S. and India because in these two
countries variation in the locally dominant ethnicity is not as significant
or relevant as it is Indonesia.

5.3. The implications of ethnic switching for measuring ethnic segregation
The final piece of evidence on the validity and relevance of ethnic
11
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Table 4
Individual fixed effects estimation of factors predicting the likelihood of intraindividual ethnicity change.
Dependent = Intra-individual
ethnic identity change (1 =
yes)

Model 11

Model 12

Model 13

Model 14

Marriage (1 = yes)

0.001
(0.003)
[p =
0.827]
–

–

–

–

0.098
(0.014)
[p =
0.000]
− 0.017
(0.003)
[p =
0.000]
–

–

–

Interethnic marriage (1 =
yes)
Intra-ethnic marriage (1 =
yes)

–

Migration (1 = yes)

–

Dependent = Intra-individual ethnicity change (1
= yes)

Model 15

Model 16

0.080
(0.007)
[p = 0.000]
–

–

0.001
(0.004)
[p = 0.740]
0.338
(0.057)
[p = 0.000]
0.023
(0.004)
[p = 0.000]
Yes

0.001
(0.004)
[p = 0.740]
0.338
(0.057)
[p = 0.000]
0.023
(0.004)
[p = 0.000]
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

− 0.009
(0.003)
[p = 0.003]
Yes

− 0.009
(0.003)
[p = 0.003]
Yes

Ethnic group fixed effects
Religious group fixed effects
Year/wave fixed effects
Community fixed effects

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No. of observations
No. of individuals

27,536
13,776

27,536
13,776

Within R2
Between R2
Overall R2

0.044
0.242
0.188

0.044
0.242
0.188

Ethnic correlates
Belongs to the local ethnic minority (1 = yes)
Belongs to the local ethnic majority (1 = yes)

–

–

–

Individual-level control variables
Gender (1 = female)
Double ethnicity (1 = yes)

Interprovincial migration (1
= yes)

–

–

0.009
(0.004)
[p =
0.035]
–

Intercommunity migration
(1 = yes)

–

–

–

Individual-level control variables
Ability to speak Bahasa
− 0.001
national language (1 = yes)
(0.005)
[p =
0.796]
Age and age squared
Yes
Dummies for perceived
Yes
accuracy of respondent’s
interview answers
Dummies for subjective
Yes
economic well-being
Dummies for employment
Yes
status
Interviewer-level control variables
Dummies for ethnicity of
Yes
interviewer
Interviewer has conducted
− 0.011
IFLS survey before (1 =
(0.004)
yes)
[p =
0.001]

Table 5
Ethnic group correlates predicting the likelihood of intra-individual ethnicity
change.

Ability to speak Bahasa national language (1 =
yes)
0.058
(0.004)
[p =
0.000]
0.000
(0.006)
[p =
0.985]

− 0.002
(0.005)
[p =
0.624]
Yes
Yes

− 0.001
(0.005)
[p =
0.772]
Yes
Yes

− 0.001
(0.005)
[p =
0.809]
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

− 0.013
(0.004)
[p =
0.000]

− 0.011
(0.004)
[p =
0.001]

− 0.011
(0.004)
[p =
0.002]

Individual fixed effects
Ethnic group fixed effects
Year/wave fixed effects
Community fixed effects

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No. of observations
No. of individuals

27,536
13,776

27,536
13,776

27,536
13,776

27,536
13,776

Within R2
Between R2
Overall R2

0.010
0.001
0.005

0.115
0.009
0.015

0.010
0.001
0.005

0.102
0.002
0.006

Dummies for perceived accuracy of respondent’s
interview answers
Dummies for subjective economic well-being
Dummies for employment status
Interviewer-level control variables
Interviewer has conducted IFLS surveys before
(1 = yes)
Dummies for ethnicity of interviewer

− 0.080
(0.007)
[p = 0.000]

Notes: Table reports estimated linear probabilities. Intra-individual ethnicity
change is measured on the basis of individuals’ self-reported ethnicity. Model 15
estimates the relationships between belonging to the local ethnic minority and
the probability of individuals changing their ethnicity. Model 16 estimates the
relationships between belonging to the local ethnic majority and the probability
of individuals changing their ethnicity. Robust standard errors in parentheses
clustered at the individual level. Robust p-values are in square brackets. The
estimated model includes baseline fixed effects to control for time-invariant
ethnic group, religious group, community and year-wave factors. The esti
mated marginal probability of individuals changing their ethnicity if one be
longs to the local ethnic minority is 13.8% (95% CI 12.5–15.1%). The estimated
marginal probability of individuals changing their ethnicity if one belongs to the
local ethnic majority is 5.74% (95% CI 5.42–6.07%). To make the estimates of
our coefficients more interpretable, we report the outcomes of the linear prob
ability models only. However, logistic models render similar results (available
on request).

Notes: Table reports estimated linear probabilities. Intra-individual ethnicity
change is measured on the basis of individuals’ self-reported ethnicity. Models
11 and 12 estimate the relationship between (intra-ethnic and interethnic)
marriage and the likelihood of individuals changing their ethnicity. Models 13
and 14 estimate the relationship between (interprovincial and intercommunity)
migration and the likelihood of individuals changing their ethnicity. Robust
standard errors in parentheses clustered at the individual level. Robust p-values
are in square brackets. All estimated models include baseline fixed effects to
control for time-invariant ethnic group, community and year-wave factors.
Because there are no intra-individual religious conversions, estimated models do
not include religious group fixed effects. To make the estimates of our co
efficients more interpretable, we report the outcomes of the linear probability
models only. However, logistic models render similar results (available on
request).

switching involves an assessment of how ethnic switching affects the
measured prevalence of interethnic marriage. Column A1 in Panel A of
Table 7 reports the prevalence of intermarriage in Indonesia, the U.S.
and India with intermarriage measured using the official definition. This
official definition only considers two spouses’ ethnicity at the time of the
survey and not their ethnicity before the couple officially married.
Column A2 reports the rate of spousal ethnic adaptation in the three
countries. We measure this rate by comparing the number of couples for
which the two spouses did not share the same ethnicity before their
marriage while they do share the same ethnicity after getting married.
Results indicate that spousal ethnic adaptation is quite common. In
Indonesia, for example, out of 100 couples that started with future
spouses not having the same ethnicity, after marriage, about 64 couples
can still be identified as exogamous whereas 36 couples cannot. Column
12
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and gender on the likelihood of spousal ethnic adaptation using either men
(Model 14) or women (Model 15) as the reference category. Robust standard
errors in parentheses clustered at the provincial level. Robust p-values are in
square brackets. The estimated model includes baseline fixed effects to control
for time-invariant ethnic group, religious group, community and year-wave
factors. Linear probability models render similar results (available on request).

Table 6
Individual logistic analysis estimating the log odds of an individual converting to
the ethnic identity of his/her spouse in matrilocal vs. non-matrilocal
communities.
Dependent = Spousal
ethnic adaptation (1 =
yes)

Model 17
Men as reference
category
(Gender = 1 for
women, 0 for
men)

Model 18
Women as
reference
category
(Gender = 1 for
men, 0 for
women)

Model 19
Men as reference
category
(Gender = 1 for
women, 0 for
men)

Gender * matrilocal
residence norm
Gender

–

0.993 (0.382)
[p = 0.009]
− 0.910 (0.403)
[p = 0.024]

− 0.993 (0.382)
[p = 0.009]
0.910 (0.403)
[p = 0.024]

− 0.572 (0.308)
[p = 0.063]

− 0.572 (0.308)
[p = 0.063]

0

0

− 0.109 (0.294)
[p = 0.710]
− 0.539 (0.224)
[p = 0.016]
0.896 (0.680)
[p = 0.188]

− 0.109 (0.294)
[p = 0.710]
− 0.539 (0.224)
[p = 0.016]
0.896 (0.680)
[p = 0.188]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.393 (0.172)
[p = 0.022]

Individual-level control variables
Ability to speak
− 0.399 (0.303)
Bahasa national
[p = 0.189]
language (1 = yes)
Educational
difference with
spouse
Spouse has same
0
level of education
(=reference)
Spouse has less
− 0.112 (0.284)
education
[p = 0.694]
Spouse has more
− 0.589 (0.226)
education
[p = 0.009]
Individual belongs
0.905 (0.684)
to community’s
[p = 0.186]
ethnic minority
before marriage (1
= yes)
Dummies for
Yes
educational
categories
Dummies for
Yes
perceived accuracy
of respondent’s
interview answers
Interviewer-level control variables
Interviewer has
Yes
conducted IFLS
surveys before (1 =
yes)
Dummies for
Yes
ethnicity
interviewer

A3 presents the correction rate that we calculate based on the observed
rates of spousal ethnic adaptation. In India, in particular, this correction
factor is high, reflecting the rarity of intermarriage and the ubiquity of
spousal ethnic adaptation in Indian society. Finally, Column A4 presents
results on the measured prevalence of intermarriage corrected for ethnic
switching. As expected from the results in Columns A2 and A3, the
corrected measure of the prevalence of intermarriage is much higher
than the standard measure reported in Column A1.
Adding to the above evidence, Panel B of Table 7 reports results
assessing the understatement of intermarriage among marital unions for
which we can observe their formation in the panel data. Results for these
newlyweds are similar to the results presented in Panel A. Not correcting
for ethnic switching can result in measures of marital exogamy and
endogamy that strongly overstate the degree of ethnic segregation in
society.
As Alesina and La Ferrara (2005, p. 788) note, an important
assumption underlying the study of ethnicity and ethnic diversity in
economics is that the ethnic classification of individuals is exogenous.
The above results provide evidence on one specific implication of
endogenous ethnicity, namely a sizeable overstatement of actual levels
of ethnic, racial or caste-based segregation in society.
6. Discussion and conclusion
This paper has studied the phenomenon of individuals (seemingly)
forgoing their initial or ancestral ethnic identity and converting to
another ethnicity. We sought to answer two key questions. The first is
whether ethnic switching or intra-individual ethnicity change is a real
phenomenon. The second question is whether ethnic switching is
academically relevant.
6.1. Is ethnic switching real?

Ethnic group fixed
effects
Religious group fixed
effects
Year/wave fixed
effects
Community fixed
effects
Year-community fixed
effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dependent = Spousal
ethnic adaptation (1
= yes)

Model 13
Women as
reference
category
(Gender = 1 for
women, 0 for
men)

Model 14
Men as reference
category
(Gender = 1 for
men, 0 for
women)

Model 15
Women as
reference
category
(Gender = 1 for
women, 0 for
men)

No. of observations
No. of clusters
(provinces)

705
14

705
14

705
14

Pseudo R2

0.31

0.314

0.314

To address the first question we analyzed individual panel data for
Indonesia and, to a lesser extent, the U.S and India. We first assessed the
prevalence of ethnic switching. Second, we assessed the extent to which
observed intra-individual variation in ethnic identity resembles random
measurement or coding errors. Concerning prevalence, results indicate
that ethnic switching occurs among a minority but significant share of
the populations of the countries considered, concerning literally millions
of people. Marginal probabilities of ethnic, racial or caste switching
range from about 0.1% annually in the U.S. to some 22% over a seven
year period in India. Concerning randomness, we uncover strong evi
dence that ethnic switching follows systematic patterns and does not
occur purely randomly. An example is that the marginal probability of
generic or undirected ethnic switching in a given period is much higher
among individuals that have married a spouse from a different ethnic
group during the same period. More striking is the evidence from
considering individuals’ choice to convert to a specific other ethnicity
while forgoing their original or ancestral ethnicity. We studied a
particular form of such directed ethnic switching, namely newly inter
married husbands’ and wives’ choice to adopt their spouse’s ethnicity or
not. We predicted that this choice is strongly conditional on deep-rooted
norms on matrilocality (married couples’ co-residence with the bride’s
family). This prediction was borne out by the data. It therefore seems
that there is a clear logic steering husbands to adopt the ethnicity of their
wives and wives not to adopt the ethnicity of their husbands. Based on
these results—particularly the evidence that ethnic switching follows
logically predictably patterns—we conclude that ethnic switching is a

Notes: Sample is restricted to newly intermarried men and women. Spousal
ethnic adaptation is measured on the basis of individuals’ self-reported
ethnicity. Table reports estimated log odds. Model 13 estimates the effect of
gender (1 = female) on the likelihood of spousal ethnic adaptation. Models 14
and 15 estimate the effect of the interaction between matrilocal residence norms
13
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Fig. 3. Marginal probabilities of spousal ethnic adaptation among newly intermarried men and women in matrilocal vs. non-matrilocal communities.
Table 7
Mismeasuring ethnic segregation and the prevalence of intermarriage in Indonesia, the U.S. and India.
Panel A: The prevalence of intermarriage measured with and without an adjustment for the extrapolated rate of spousal ethnic adaptation.
Country

Indonesia
(interethnic
marriage)
U.S. (interracial
marriage)
India (intercaste
marriage)

Descriptive statistics

Calculations based on descriptive statistics

1 A: Official prevalence of intermarriage
(cross-sectional across all waves/years)

2 A: Rate of spousal ethnic adaptation (observed among
newly married couples in the country sample)

3 A: Correction
factor

4 A: Adjusted prevalence
of intermarriage

15.6%
[95%CI: 15.2─15.9%]
(5465 of 35,111)
3.22%
[95%CI: 3.58─3.60%]
(1,078,880 of 33,485,166)
0.00828%
[95%CI: 0.00254─0.01401%]
(8 of 96,633)

36.1%
[95%CI: 34.4─37.8%]
(1559 of 3038)
54.1%
[95%CI: 53.4─54.8%]
(10,246 of 18,932)
99.96684%
[95%CI: 99.93435─99.99934%]
(12,059 of 12,063)

1.57

24.5%

2.18

7.02%

±3000

±25%

Panel B: The prevalence of intermarriage among newly married couples measured with and without correcting for spousal ethnic adaptation
Country

Percentage of newly formed marriages that is an
intermarriage (descriptive statistics)
B1: Raw, not corrected for spousal
ethnic adaptation

B2: Corrected

Indonesia (interethnic
marriage)

14.5%
[95%CI: 13.9─15.0%]
(2292 of 15,814)

United States (interracial
marriage)

5.34%
[95%CI: 5.24─5.44%]
(10,225 of 191,262]

India (intercaste
marriage)

0%
(0 of 68,334)

19.2%
[95%CI:
18.6─19.8%]
(3038 of 15,816)
9.89%
[95% CI:
9.76─10.2%]
(18,932 of
191,262)
17.7%
[95%CI:
17.4─17.9%]
(12,063 of 68,334)

B3: Percentage difference corrected (B2)
vs. uncorrected (B1)

B4: Percentage points difference corrected
(B2) vs. uncorrected (B1)

32.4%

4.72 (0.002)
[p = 0.000]

85.2%

4.55 (0.001)
[p = 0.000]

259%

17.7 (0.001)
[p = 0.000]

Notes: Columns A1 and A2 of Panel A refer to descriptive statistics. Column 1 A thereby refers to country samples as a whole. Column A2, in contrast, refers to the
subset of individuals that have formed a new married during the period covered by the country surveys. The correction factor is calculated as 100%/(100% – the rate of
spousal ethnic adaptation). As mentioned, results for India are highly sensitive to measurement error in even a single individual and should therefore be treated
cautiously. Results of Panel B concern only newly married individuals, meaning individuals who have married between one survey wave and the next. Appendices D
and E provide details on the data for the U.S. and India. See Section 4.3 for details on the approach to obtaining the results presented in this table.
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real phenomenon: individuals’ ethnicity is not fixed but malleable.
However, some of the empirical evidence that we present could be partly
specific to the Indonesian context and its language-based ethnic
boundaries. Although we present substantial empirical evidence on
ethnic switching in the U.S. and India, the permeability of ethnic group
boundaries is probably higher in Indonesia than it is in a number of other
countries. As a result, in these other countries, the ability of individuals
to switch ethnic identities is likely lower than it is in Indonesia.
Notwithstanding that language is the most common ethnic group
boundary, we should thus be careful not to overstate the ability to switch
ethnicities in different ethnic contexts.
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6.2. Is ethnic switching academically relevant?
Even when ethnic switching is a real phenomenon it does not
necessarily follow that it is relevant for the study and our understanding
of ethnic diversity and segregation. As an empirical assessment of the
relevance of ethnic switching, we have considered its implications for
measuring ethnic segregation, specifically marital endogamy. Results
indicate that ethnic switching, particularly spousal ethnic adaptation,
creates a substantial downward bias in the measured prevalence of
intermarriage. For Indonesia and the U.S., for instance, the prevalence of
intermarriage is understated by some 57% and 118% respectively.

Data availability
Data will be made available on request.
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6.3. Concluding remarks
Overall, we conclude that studies of ethnicity and ethnic diversity
would benefit greatly from paying more attention to the malleability of
ethnicity. Resonating with the above evidence on the overstatement of
ethnic segregation in society, a most concrete avenue for future research
is to extend the socioeconomic consequences of ethnic fractionalization
to consider the notion of ethnic boundaries and their permeability. In
particular, such analyses would do well not to look at raw numbers on
ethnic group sizes only but also take into account the degree to which
individuals’ are able to cross ethnic boundaries. Nation building, for
instance, would not only be fostered by decreased ethnic fractionaliza
tion but also by increased permeability of ethnic group boundaries. In
such a case, society can still comprise a plethora of salient ethnic groups.
Segregation would still be low, however, as continuous churning among
these groups boosts social cohesion. A similar sort of advice applies to
impact assessments evaluating the effectiveness of policies aimed at
fostering desegregation and ethnic inclusion. In particular, such evalu
ations should take into account that policy interventions may seem less
effective than they are because individuals deliberately change their
ethnic self-perception.
Practically, following up on these advices may require different data
than studied heretofore. Ethnic switching can only be studied or taken
into account when we have data that enables comparing individuals’
ethnic identity at different time points. Individual panel data as studied
by us are ideal. At the same time, the availability of panel data is much
more limited than the availability of cross-sectional data is. In addition,
collecting longitudinal data is more difficult, costly and time-consuming
than collecting cross-sectional data is. However, we think that collecting
retrospective data, for instance by adding even just one extra ques
tionnaire item to a planned survey, would already be very helpful. This
added item could ask respondents about the ethnic identity that they
had as an adolescent, which can then be compared to individuals’ cur
rent self-reported ethnicity. Although this retrospective item will not be
without measurement error, it can be used for comparing, for instance,
the prevalence of ethnic switching in different societies or among
different groups.

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.jdeveco.2021.102694.
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